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In contrast to the extensive literature on the mechanical as

pects of pellet-cladding interaction(PCI) in light water reactor 

fuel elements, the chemical features of this phenomenon are so 

poorly understood that there is still disagreement concerning the 

chemical agent responsible. Since the earliest work by Roseribaum, 

Davies and Pon(l), laboratory and in-reactor experiments designed 

to elucidate the mechanism of PCI fuel rod failures have concen

trated almost exclusively on iodine. The assumption that this is 

the responsible chemical agent is contained in models of PCI which 

have been constructed for incorporation into fuel performance codes 

(2). The evidence implicating iodine is circumstantial, being based 

primarily upon the volatility and significant fission yield of this 

element and on tha microstructural similarity of the failed Zircaloy 

specimens exposed to iodine in laboratory stress corrosion cracking 

(SCC) tests to cladding failures by PCI(2-6). The fission yield of 

cesium is many times larger than that of iodine and because of the 

great stability of the compound Csl, essentially all of the iodine 

inside an intact fuel rod is contained in this form. However, in 

laboratory tests, Csl is not an SCC agent for Zircaloy. In order 

to demonstrate that elemental iodine is responsible for Zircaloy SCC 

inside a fuel pin, one of the following conditions needs to be met. 

First, although Csl is the dominant iodine-bearing species in 

irradiated fuel, a very small partial pressure of elemental iodine 

is predicted thermodynamically. Cubiocciotti et. al. determined 

that Csl reaction with the fuel produces an iodine pressure of the 
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-19 " order of 10 atm(7), Gotzmann calculates an iodine pressure of 

10" atm at 600 K for the reaction of cesium iodide with fission 

product molybdenum in stoichiometric urania(8). If iodine is the 

cause of fuel rod PCI failures, it must be active as an SCC agent 

to Zircaloy at extremely low pressure. Using kinetic Aeory to cal

culate the impingement rate of a gas at 10" atm on a surface, as

suming unit sticking probability and estimating the projected area 
02 of an iodine atom to be 12 A , three months would be required for a 

monolayer of iodine to form on the inner surface of the cladding of 

a fuel element. This is a formidable kinetic limitation to promo

tion of Zircaloy SCC by iodine at a pressure lower than that achiev

able in any ultra high vacuum system. 

Alternatively, it is possible for iodine to be transported in 

the gas phase in a cladding crack by the Csl/Cs couple, in much the 

same way that oxygen can be redistributed in mixed oxide fuel by 

CCU/CO or H-O/H, gas couples. However, when examined quantitative

ly (9), this mechanism founders on the very small pressure of Cs(g) 

which is thermodynamically permitted to coexist with 10 atm 1(g) 
-Q 

and 10 ' atm Csl(g) (the vapor pressure at 600 K) while satisfying 

the equilibrium Cs(g) + 1(g) = Csl(g) (K = 3 x 10 2 5 atm"1 at 600 K). 

These considerations lead to the question of the experimentally-

determined minimum iodine pressure for Zircaloy SCC. unfortunately, 

the iodine pressure is rarely measured; most experimental studies 

have simply exposed metal specimens to known quantities of iodine in 

a mechanical device for producing the desired stress (e.g. a closed, 
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argon-pressurized tube). This has led to usage of the unfortunate and 

thermodynamically meaningless iodine concentration unit of mg/cm . 

Given the great excess of zirconium over iodine in a typical tube-

burst test, the most likely equilibrium state (if it were achieved) 

is the two solid phase system Zr + Zrl, which, coincidentally, sup

ports an equilibrium iodine pressure of •x. 10 atm. However, there 

is no way of proving that equilibrium has been achieved inside a 

sealed Zircaloy tube containing iodine, or that kinetic limitations 

permit gettering the gas to this level of pressure. All that can be 

said of the iodine pressure in sealed, tube tests is that it lies be-

tween the initial pressure of iodine (typically 10 atm) and the 

equilibrium value of 10 atm. In the only experiment in which 

Zircaloy SCC has been induced in the presence of a controlled iodine 

pressure, the minimum required for failure was found to be 10 atm(10). 

The second possibility for justifying the role of iodine in PCI 

is based on the observation of iodine release from gamma-irradiated 

cesium iodide crystals(ll). From this fact, radiolysis of cesium 

iodide has been proposed as a mechanism of liberating sufficient ele

mental iodine to produce stress corrosion cracking of the cladding of 

light water reactor fuel elements(7). However, attempts to verify 

this hypothesis by in-reactor and laboratory tests have been unsuc-

cessful(10,12-14). 

Finally, elemental iodine could be responsible for PCI if, des

pite the thermodynamic imperative, Cs and I formed separately by fis

sion are kinetically restricted in forming Csl. Such behavior appears 
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to occur in fuel which has been artificially doped with cesium and 

iodine(lS) but experiments on irradiated fuel rods suggest release 

as a nonvolatile iodide(16). However, there have been no experiments 

on irradiated U0 2 in which the released fission product mixture was 

mass-analyzed to detennine the chemical form of iodine. 

If, as seems likely, iodine is not responsible for cladding 

SCC, many other fission products cause Itl-type failures in Zircaloy. 

Of these, cadmium is a promising candidate(10, 17). Contrary to the 

controversy concerning the chemistry of iodine inside a fuel pin, the 

elemental state of cadmium is indisputable. This element is often 

dismissed as a possible cause of PCI failures because of its low fis

sion yield (̂  0.1%). However, it is a st rai^ht-forward matter to show 

that if all of the fission product cadmium in a 1 cm ID. fuel pin 

with 90°i smeared density was released to the void space, the cadmium 

pressure would attain the vapor pressure at 623 K fO.25 Torr) after 

a burnup of 0.15 MlVd/tnnne. Even if a substantia] fraction of the 

cadmium is not released from the fuel, there clearly is enough of 

this element to exceed the minimum pressure for SCC f̂  10 arm, 

rcf. 1.0), particularly for fuel burnups of tens of thousands of 

MKd/tonne. 
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